Hormone-driven mechanisms in the central nervous system facilitate the analysis of mammalian behaviours.
Hormonal effects on behaviours in animals and humans are now well enough understood for general statements about causal steps to be proposed. Facilitation or repression of a given behaviour by a given hormone can depend on the person's genetic and developmental history, on the temporal and spatial parameters of the hormone's administration, on the hormone's metabolism and on the specific receptor isoform available in a given neuron. The gene for oestrogen receptor-alpha is required for an entire chain of behaviours essential for reproduction, from courtship through maternal behaviours. In order to show that it is possible to use endocrine tools to explain a mammalian behaviour, we analysed lordosis behaviour neuronal circuitry as well as the molecular mechanisms of its facilitation by oestrogens. The functional genomics of oestrogenic effects on lordosis arrange themselves in modules for neuronal Growth, Amplification (by progestins), Preparatory behaviours, Permissive actions by hypothalamic neurons, and Synchronization of mating behaviour with ovulation (GAPPS). A related four-gene micronet involving the amygdala and the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus supports social recognition. Underlying all sociosexual behaviour is the fundamental arousal of brain and behaviour. Elementary arousal depends on a bilateral, bidirectional system universal among mammalian brains, and it can be altered by null deletion of the gene for oestrogen receptor-alpha. Future molecular and biophysical studies will specify how hormone effects in the brain change central nervous system state in such a manner as to alter the frequencies of entire sets of behavioural responses.